Managing Your Freelancers by Being Fair and Developing
Strong Relationships when Outsourcing Online

If you want your outsourced project to succeed, it is very important to ensure that you effectively
manage your freelancers. Your outsourcing staff are the people who may make or break your project
and it pays to understand that without a good relationship your plans will undoubtedly fail.
Managing your outsourcers starts as soon as you've hired a provider for your project. You need to
make sure that the project gets started as smoothly as possible and continues on the right foot.
Excellent project planning will definitely pay off at this point, because you will be far better equipped
to describe, organize, and schedule your project and give your provider the best possible chance to
succeed.
The first thing you can do to manage your outsourcers is to work with your provider in setting up
goals/milestones and risk assessment. You are now a team, so work in tandem to keep your project
timeline, budget and quality under control.
Another thing you must learn in order to manage your staff effectively is that you need to treat them
fairly. You will only start to create tension in the project if one freelancer starts to thinks another
outsourcer is being favored. Every member of your outsourcing staff is unique, so it pays to be
flexible yet equitable in how you treat them.
The second thing is to develop a relationship of trust with your outsourcers. All effective managers
need to know this most important thing. If your freelancers do not trust you then they will not follow
your guidance and do the things that you ask of them. However, if you have their trust, then they will
ensure they do their best for you and your company.
Create a positive atmosphere in the project by showing a genuine interest in your freelancers. If you
want to manage your outsourcers effectively, then take the time to get to know them and learn
about their interests. You do not have to be their best friend but these positive interaction will help
you build a good working relationship with them.
Everyone want their business to succeed and grow, and it is important to know about managing your
outsource staff effectively. Find out what motivates them, build trust, and help them grow into the
freelancers you would like them to be.
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